WOMEN AND LEADERSHIP
IN MEDICINE, SCIENCE AND ENGINEERING

SPRING 2017

WEDNESDAYS AND FRIDAYS @ 10:00AM – 11:40AM
ENGINEERING HALL, ROOM 3355

COURSE INVOLVES REVIEW AND DISCUSSION OF RESEARCH ON:
- gender and leadership
- effective strategies for women leaders
- approaches to counteracting gender biases in oneself and others
- the intersection of race and gender in leadership

CREDITS: VARIABLE, 1-3. ASSIGNMENTS INCLUDE:
- 1 cr for attendance, discussion in weekly journal entries and responding to course readings
- 2 cr for attendance, maintaining a journal and writing a literature review or a research proposal
- 3 cr for attendance, maintaining a journal, and completing a research project which results in a paper and in-class presentation

FOR MORE INFORMATION, CONTACT COURSE INSTRUCTOR:
Molly Carnes, MD, MS
263-9770 or mlcarnes@wisc.edu